What controls the vertical distribution of aerosol? Relationships between process sensitivity in HadGEM3–UKCA and inter-model variation from AeroCom Phase II
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Abstract. The vertical profile of aerosol is important for its radiative effects, but weakly constrained by observations on the global scale, and highly variable among different models. To investigate the controlling factors in one particular model, we investigate the effects of individual processes in HadGEM3–UKCA and compare the resulting diversity of aerosol vertical profiles with the inter-model diversity from the AeroCom Phase II control experiment.

In this way we show that (in this model at least) the vertical profile is controlled by a relatively small number of processes, although these vary among aerosol components and particle sizes. We also show that sufficiently coarse variations in these processes can produce a similar diversity to that among different models in terms of the global-mean profile and, to a lesser extent, the zonal-mean vertical position. However, there are features of certain models’ profiles that cannot
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be reproduced, suggesting the influence of further structural differences between models.

In HadGEM3–UKCA, convective transport is found to be very important in controlling the vertical profile of all aerosol components by mass. In-cloud scavenging is very important for all except mineral dust. Growth by condensation is important for sulfate and carbonaceous aerosol (along with aqueous oxidation for the former and ageing by soluble material for the latter). The vertical extent of biomass-burning emissions into the free troposphere is also important for the profile of carbonaceous aerosol. Boundary-layer mixing plays a dominant role for sea salt and mineral dust, which are emitted only from the surface. Dry deposition and below-cloud scavenging are important for the profile of mineral dust only.

In this model, the microphysical processes of nucleation, condensation and coagulation dominate the vertical profile of the smallest particles by number (e.g. total CN > 3 nm), while the profiles of larger particles (e.g. CN > 100 nm) are controlled by the same processes as the component mass profiles, plus the size distribution of primary emissions.

We also show that the processes that affect the AOD-normalised radiative forcing in the model are predominantly those that affect the vertical mass distribution, in particular convective transport, in-cloud scavenging, aqueous oxidation, ageing and the vertical extent of biomass-burning emissions.

1 Introduction

Aerosol particles in the atmosphere play an important role in the climate system on both global and regional scales, through several mechanisms: direct modification of the short-wave and long-wave radiation budgets by scattering and absorption (Ångström, 1962; Schulz et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 2013); effects on clouds and the hydrological cycle, indirectly modifying the radiation budget (Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005); and “semi-directly” by altering the temperature profile of the atmosphere, and evaporating or suppressing cloud, through absorption of radiation (Hansen et al., 1997; Koch and Del Genio, 2010). Consequent changes to circulation patterns may lead to additional effects (e.g. Roeckner et al., 2006). The magnitudes of all these effects are subject to considerable uncertainty.

The relative magnitudes, and even the sign, of these effects are strongly influenced by the vertical distribution of aerosol, and especially its altitude relative to cloud layers. For the direct and semi-direct effects, this is particularly true for absorbing aerosol such as black carbon (Johnson et al., 2004; Zarzycki and Bond, 2010; Samset and Myhre, 2011; Samset et al., 2013). Indirect effects depend on the ambient aerosol where cloud droplets are formed, and are thus most strongly influenced by changes in the aerosol at cloud base.

Some progress has been made in analysing the relative positions of aerosol and cloud layers, and the resulting radiative effects, from satellite observations (Peters et al., 2011; Wilcox, 2012). However, neither passive satellite remote sensing nor ground-based observations can provide well-resolved vertical profiles of aerosol. In situ aircraft observations from large-scale campaigns can provide important constraints (Schwarz et al., 2010, 2013; Kipling et al., 2013; Bauer et al., 2013; Samset et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014), but nevertheless have limited spatial and temporal coverage. Satellite-based lidar observations such as those from CALIOP show considerable promise in this regard (Koffi et al., 2012; Winker et al., 2013), but the observational constraints on vertical profiles remain rather weak, and there is a large diversity in the profiles simulated by current aerosol models (Textor et al., 2006; Samset et al., 2013).

Aerosol models vary considerably in their complexity, but typically include a range of emission, transport, deposition, microphysical and chemical processes that may affect both the horizontal and vertical distribution of aerosol. In this study, we aim to identify the processes that play a dominant role in controlling the vertical profile using a series of coarse sensitivity tests in one particular model, HadGEM3–UKCA.

We also investigate the extent to which variations in the strength of the processes thus identified can replicate the current inter-model diversity in aerosol vertical profiles, or whether further structural differences between models are required to obtain a similar diversity. The variety of parameterisations used for physical processes will naturally have an impact, but differences in meteorology, resolution and aerosol–meteorology feedbacks may also play a role. We hope that this will aid in identifying some of the model components which might contribute to this diversity, although further sensitivity studies with other models will be required to complement this.

2 AeroCom

The AeroCom project (http://aerocom.met.no/) is an international initiative for the intercomparison and evaluation of global aerosol models and a wide range of observations.

Textor et al. (2006) investigated the vertical distribution of aerosol in the AeroCom Phase I models, amongst many other aspects of the aerosol life cycle. They show large variations in the profiles among the models, but these are not attributed to specific processes. Koffi et al. (2012) evaluate the vertical profiles in these models against CALIOP satellite lidar observations, showing that for all models the match to observations varies considerably by both region and season. From the AeroCom Phase II models, Samset et al. (2013) show that the inter-model diversity in the vertical profile of black carbon in particular causes a large diversity in its radiative forcing.
In this study we use monthly mean aerosol mass mixing ratio fields from the models that contributed to the Phase II present-day “control” experiment (Myhre et al., 2013), referred to as A2.CTRL. The models included here are those contributing to this experiment that provided (a) monthly 3-D mass mixing ratio fields for at least four of sulfate (SO₄), sea salt (SS), black carbon (BC), organic aerosol (OA) and mineral dust (DU) as well as (b) sufficient vertical-coordinate information to plot vertical profiles and calculate column mass integrals. Some of the models also include ammonium (NH₄) and nitrate (NO₃) aerosol components; however, these components are not included in this study.

Based on these requirements, there are 18 suitable models that submitted results to the A2.CTRL experiment, which are summarised in Table 1 along with references giving further detail for each model. Six of these are chemical transport models (CTMs) driven by meteorological fields from a re-analysis data set for the year 2006; the other 12 are general circulation models (GCMs) in which both the meteorology and composition are simulated. Nine of the GCMs submitted results from a nudged configuration (Jeucken et al., 1996; Telford et al., 2008). The three non-nudged (free-running) GCMs submitted a monthly climatology from a 5-year run, while the CTMs and nudged GCMs submitted (at least) monthly output for the year 2006. A number of the models calculate oxidant fields (which control the production of secondary aerosol) online using a tropospheric gas-phase chemistry scheme, while the remainder rely on prescribed oxidant fields from a climatology.

The models use a mixture of modal/sectional and one-/two-moment aerosol schemes. The modal schemes represent the aerosol size distribution as a superposition of a small number of (usually log-normal) “modes”, each with its own composition. The sectional schemes divide the size distribution into a (sometimes much) larger number of discrete “bins”. In the two-moment schemes, there are separate tracers for number and mass in each mode or bin, allowing the mean particle size to vary within set limits (although the width remains fixed); in the one-moment schemes there is a single tracer for each mode or bin and an assumed size distribution is used. Note that some of the models use distinct schemes for different aerosol components, including HadGEM3–UKCA (described in more detail in Sect. 3) with a six-bin, one-moment sectional scheme for mineral dust and a five-mode, two-moment modal scheme for other aerosol; GISS–modelE, GOCART and HadGEM2 have similar mixed schemes. Three of the models use somewhat different approaches: CAM4–Oslo calculates mass concentrations that are tagged according to production mechanism in clear and cloudy air in four size classes, combined with the use of pre-calculated look-up tables for modal size parameters and aerosol optics which are based on a sectional approach with the respective microphysical processes taken into account (Kirkevåg et al., 2013); CanAM4–PAM uses a piecewise log-normal representation (von Salzen, 2006); and GISS–MATRIX uses the quadrature method of moments (McGraw, 1997).

### 3 HadGEM3–UKCA

HadGEM3 (Hewitt et al., 2011) is the latest version of the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model developed at the UK Met Office. Although the full model contains many components (atmosphere, land surface, ocean, sea ice etc.), this study is concerned only with the uncoupled atmosphere component, using prescribed sea-surface temperature (SST) and sea ice fields. The dynamical core (Davies, 2005) is non-hydrostatic and fully compressible, with semi-Lagrangian advection and a hybrid-height vertical coordinate. Large-scale cloud uses the bulk prognostic scheme of Wilson et al. (2008), with precipitation microphysics based on Wilson and Ballard (1999); sub-grid-scale convection is based on the mass-flux scheme of Gregory and Rowntree (1990) with subsequent modifications.

The standard tropospheric chemistry scheme in UKCA (O’Connor et al., 2014) is used. This includes oxidants (O₃, HO₂ and NO₃) and hydrocarbons (CO, ethane and propane) with 8 emitted species, 102 gas-phase reactions, 27 photolytic reactions and interactive wet and dry deposition. An additional aerosol-precursor chemistry scheme treats the oxidation of sulfur compounds (SO₂ and dimethyl sulfide, DMS) and monoterpene to form the sulfuric acid and organic compounds that may condense to form secondary aerosol material. There is no differentiation of organic aerosol compounds, or re-evaporation of those which may be volatile.

The aerosol scheme in UKCA (Mann et al., 2016) is the two-moment modal version of the Global Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP-mode; Mann et al., 2010), which follows the M7 framework (Vignati, 2004) in transporting five components (sulfate, sea salt, black carbon, particulate organic matter and mineral dust) in seven internally mixed log-normal modes (four soluble and three insoluble; not all components are found in all modes). Because mineral dust is transported by a separate scheme (Woodward, 2001) in current versions of HadGEM3, only four components and five modes are enabled in the UKCA configuration of GLOMAP-mode used here (omitting the two larger insoluble modes that contain only mineral dust). The representation of aerosol microphysical processes in GLOMAP-mode is based on that in its sectional counterpart (GLOMAP-bin; Spracklen et al., 2005), with each process acting sequentially in an operator-split manner (except nucleation, coagulation and condensation, which are solved iteratively).

New particle formation by nucleation from gas-phase H₂SO₄ is calculated following Kulmala et al. (1998). The resulting change in nucleation-mode aerosol is calculated simultaneously with that due to coagulation between particles, as in Vignati (2004), with coagulation kernels calculated following Seinfeld and Pandis (1998). Condensation rates are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Emission</th>
<th>Aerosol</th>
<th>Oxidants</th>
<th>Ozone</th>
<th>NOx Levels</th>
<th>SO2 Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2013)</td>
<td>CMAQ-OS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3.9 x 2.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2012)</td>
<td>HEMAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3.8 x 2.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punzel et al. (2012)</td>
<td>CMAQ-AP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2.5 x 2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skjøth et al. (2005)</td>
<td>ECAM-HM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>3.8 x 2.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>ECAM-SALA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.0 x 3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boucher et al. (2008)</td>
<td>GISS-AM3M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2.0 x 2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenoer et al. (2007)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghan et al. (2006)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dell et al. (2006)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sillman et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheu et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.6 x 1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td>Zhang et al. (2005)</td>
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</table>
calculated following Fuchs and Sutugin (1971). Soluble material that coagulates with, or condenses onto, insoluble particles “ages” a fraction of these particles, transferring them to the corresponding soluble mode at a rate consistent with a 10-monolayer coating being required for such a particle to become soluble. Soluble particles in clouds larger than a critical size of 37.5 nm can also grow by aqueous oxidation of dissolved SO2 by O3 and H2O2, whose concentrations are calculated interactively by the UKCA tropospheric chemistry scheme following Henry’s law.

All sizes of soluble and insoluble aerosol particles may be removed by dry deposition and below-cloud impaction scavenging; soluble accumulation- and coarse-mode particles may also be removed by in-cloud nucleation scavenging. Dry deposition and gravitational sedimentation are calculated following Slinn (1982) and Zhang et al. (2001). Below-cloud scavenging follows Slinn (1984), using Beard and Grover (1974) scavenging coefficients and terminal velocities from Easter and Hales (1983), assuming a modified Marshall–Palmer raindrop size distribution (Sekhon and Srivastava, 1971). In-cloud scavenging by large-scale precipitation assumes that 100% of the aerosol in the soluble accumulation and coarse modes is taken up by cloud water in the cloudy fraction of each 3-D grid box, and is then removed at the same rate at which the large-scale cloud water is converted to rain. (Nucleation, Aitken and insoluble modes are not subject to in-cloud scavenging.) Aerosol is removed immediately, and is not returned to the atmosphere when rain evaporates. Scavenging by convective rainfall uses the in-plume approach of Kipling et al. (2013), and acts in a similar manner on the upward water and aerosol fluxes within the convective updraught, rather than on grid-box mean values. In addition, 50% (by number and mass) of the soluble Aitken mode is susceptible to removal, as a crude representation of the fact that smaller particles can be activated in the faster updraughts found in convective cloud.

The model used here is based on a development version of HadGEM3 using Met Office Unified Model version 7.3, similar to those used in Bellouin et al. (2013) and Kipling et al. (2013) in an atmosphere-only configuration with climatological SST running at N96L38 resolution (1.25° latitude × 1.875° longitude × 38 vertical levels up to ~ 40 km) with UKCA in a standard tropospheric chemistry and aerosol configuration as described above, with aerosol feedbacks disabled. The large-scale meteorology is nudged (Jeuken et al., 1996) towards the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). In the HadGEM implementation of nudging (Telford et al., 2008, 2013), potential temperature and horizontal wind are relaxed towards the reanalysis fields. The relaxation time constant is 6 h (the time spacing of the reanalysis data); this choice is validated in Telford et al. (2008). The nudging is applied between levels 14 (~ 4 km) and 32 (~ 21 km) inclusive; levels 13 and 33 are nudged at half strength (i.e. with a 12 h time constant), and no nudging is performed on levels outside this range.

Sulfur-cycle emissions from a number of sources are included in the model. Ocean DMS emissions are calculated interactively following Jones and Roberts (2004) using prescribed concentrations in sea water from Kettle et al. (1999), while DMS emissions from land are prescribed following Spiro et al. (1992). Volcanic SO2 emissions are prescribed following Andres and Kasgnoc (1998), while anthropogenic SO2 emissions are prescribed following Lamarque et al. (2010). Of the SO2 from all sources, 2.5% is assumed to be emitted directly as sulfate aerosol (and thus already oxidised to SO42−) rather than into the gas phase. Particulate emissions from anthropogenic sources are split equally by mass between the soluble accumulation and coarse modes, where they are emitted with geometric mean diameters of 150 nm and 1.5 μm respectively; those from volcanic sources are split equally by mass between the soluble Aitken and accumulation modes with geometric mean diameters of 60 and 150 nm respectively.

Carbonaceous aerosol emissions are taken from the AeroCom hindcast inventory (Diehl et al., 2012), including black and organic carbon emissions from fossil fuel, biofuel and biomass burning through to the end of 2006. Primary particles use the AeroCom recommended size distributions (Dentener et al., 2006), as modified by Stier et al. (2005), but with biofuel emissions using the same distribution as fossil fuel rather than biomass burning. Fossil-fuel and biofuel emissions are added to the lowest model level with a geometric mean diameter of 60 nm, while biomass-burning emissions have a geometric mean diameter of 150 nm and are distributed uniformly in height over levels 2 to 12 (~ 50 m to 3 km, compressed over orography). Emissions from all these sources are added to the insoluble Aitken mode. Although our simulations begin in 2008, the fossil fuel and biofuel emissions have little interannual variability and so we simply repeat those for 2006. Biomass burning, however, has significant interannual variability; we use the more recent version 3.1 of the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED; van der Werf et al., 2010), which does cover the period of our simulations. (Diehl et al., 2012, used version GFED version 2.)

Bin-resolved sea salt and mineral dust emissions are calculated interactively, based on Gong (2003) and Marticorena and Bergametti (1995) respectively. In the case of sea salt, bins with dry diameters smaller than 1 μm are emitted into the soluble accumulation mode, while larger bins are emitted into the soluble coarse mode.

Additional gas-phase emissions not included in Diehl et al. (2012) but required by the UKCA chemistry scheme are taken from year 2006 (linearly interpolated) of Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (Riahi et al., 2011).

All simulations were run with nudged meteorology from September 2008 through to the end of December 2009, allowing 4 months’ spin-up before a full year. No re-tuning of the model was performed for the different configurations. To analyse effects on direct radiative forcing, a second matching
set of simulations were run using the same configurations as the present-day simulations, but with pre-industrial aerosol and precursor emissions based on year 1850 of Lamarque et al. (2010).

It should be noted that, for technical reasons, the model configuration used here differs from that used for the HadGEM3–UKCA A2_CTRL submission, which used a more recent snapshot of the UKCA code, and was run at N96L63 (the same horizontal resolution and model top as used here, but with 63 vertical levels instead of 38) using Lamarque et al. (2010) year-2000 emissions rather than Diehl et al. (2012). Whilst this difference is unfortunate, and we might expect the higher vertical resolution to improve the representation of the vertical profile, we are not aiming to replicate this submission exactly but to compare against the diversity in the ensemble as a whole – and for this purpose, the resolution used here is still well within the range of the other AeroCom models.

4 Method

4.1 HadGEM3–UKCA process sensitivity tests

The model processes that have the potential to affect the vertical distribution of aerosol broadly divide into four categories: emissions, transport, microphysics/chemistry and deposition. While some model processes can be adjusted via continuous parameters, as in the approach taken by Lee et al. (2011, 2012, 2013) to assess parametric uncertainty in models, this is not true for all relevant processes. In order to cover the widest possible range of processes, albeit at the cost of a less quantitative assessment of sensitivity and the interactions between processes, we adopt a simple on/off approach for most processes.

Emissions can affect the vertical distribution directly by the vertical range over which they are injected into the model – this is of particular importance for biomass-burning emissions, where plume heights are variable and not particularly well constrained. We consider limiting cases of injecting all such emissions at the surface (BB_SURF), or extending them uniformly in height to the tropopause (BB_TROP/z). The size distribution of emitted particles may also affect the development of the vertical profile, and we consider increasing (EM_LARGE) or decreasing (EM_SMALL) the diameter of all primary particles by a factor of $\sqrt{10}$ ($\approx 3.16$, chosen to match the spacing of HadGEM3 dust bins) while keeping the total mass of emissions constant.

Vertical transport of aerosol in the model is due to large-scale vertical advection, boundary-layer turbulent mixing and entrainment into convective plumes. We consider the effect of switching off each of these processes (NO_VADV, NO_BLMIX and NO_CVTRANS respectively).

We also consider the effect of switching off each of the microphysical processes: condensation (NO_COND), coagulation (NO_COAG) and nucleation of new particles (NO_NUCL), as well as the effect of adding boundary-layer nucleation (WITH_BLN) using the cluster-activation approach of Kulmala et al. (2006) – which is available in the model but not included in the standard configuration. We also switch off the in-cloud production of sulfate by aqueous oxidation (NO_WETOX) and the “cloud processing” process that moves activated cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) from the soluble Aitken mode to the accumulation mode (NO_CLDPROC), and consider the limiting cases of instant ageing (AGE_INST) and no ageing (AGE_NEVER) of insoluble aerosol to the soluble modes.

Deposition processes can preferentially remove aerosol from certain ranges in the vertical, and we consider the effect of switching off each process: dry deposition and sedimentation (NO_DDEP), large-scale in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (NO_LS_RO), convective in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (NO.CV_RO) and below-cloud impaction scavenging (NO.WASHOUT). Although the total precipitation in the model is energetically constrained by evaporation at the surface, the division of precipitation between the large-scale and parameterised convective schemes is somewhat arbitrary and varies considerably between different resolutions and configurations of the Met Office Unified Model (which cover global and regional climate modelling and also high-resolution weather forecasting); because of this, we also consider the effect of switching off in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (NO.RAINOUT) for both types of cloud at the same time. Finally, we consider the inclusion of a re-evaporation process, in which scavenged aerosol is returned to the atmosphere, where rain evaporates before reaching the surface (WITH_REEVAP) – which is not included in the standard configuration. This follows the approach of Bellouin et al. (2007), with all aerosol scavenged in the layers above released if rain evaporates completely; if only a fraction $\beta$ of the rain evaporates then a fraction $\beta$ of the scavenged aerosol is released (i.e. we assume that the loss of rain mass due to evaporation is split evenly between droplets that evaporate completely and those that merely shrink). There is no change in the size distribution between scavenging and re-evaporation.

The full set of simulations for the sensitivity tests is summarised in Table 2.

4.2 Derivation of vertical profiles

Most of the AeroCom models use a hybrid sigma/pressure vertical coordinate, from which (given the fixed hybrid coefficients for each level and a surface pressure field) a global 3-D pressure field can easily be calculated, while neither geometric nor geopotential height is readily available. The exceptions are the HadGEM models, which use a hybrid-height vertical coordinate, but for these a prognostic pressure field is readily available in the output. For simplicity across the
Table 2. Configurations of HadGEM3–UKCA used for process sensitivity-test simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>Standard N96L38 HadGEM3–UKCA aerosol configuration at UM 7.3, plus in-plume convective scavenging and GFED3.1 biomass-burning emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB_SURF</td>
<td>All biomass-burning emissions injected in lowest level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB_TROP/z</td>
<td>Biomass-burning emissions injected uniformly in height up to tropopause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM_LARGE</td>
<td>All primary particle sizes increased by a factor of $\sqrt{10}$ (total mass unchanged)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM_SMALL</td>
<td>All primary particle sizes decreased by a factor of $\sqrt{10}$ (total mass unchanged)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_VADV</td>
<td>No large-scale vertical advection of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_BLMIX</td>
<td>No boundary-layer mixing of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_CVTRANS</td>
<td>No entrainment into convective plumes (and thus also no convective in-cloud/nucleation scavenging) of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_COND</td>
<td>No condensation from gas phase onto existing aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_COAG</td>
<td>No coagulation of aerosol particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_NUCL</td>
<td>No nucleation of new particles from the gas phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH_BLN</td>
<td>Boundary-layer nucleation switched on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_WETOX</td>
<td>No production of aerosol via aqueous chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE_INST</td>
<td>Insoluble particles aged to soluble modes instantly (i.e. 0 monolayers required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE_NEVER</td>
<td>Insoluble particles never age to soluble modes (i.e. $\infty$ monolayers required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_CLDPROC</td>
<td>No Aitken→accumulation mode transition due to aerosol activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_DDEP</td>
<td>No dry deposition or sedimentation of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_LS_RO</td>
<td>No large-scale in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (rainout) of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_CV_RO</td>
<td>No convective in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (rainout) of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_RAINOUT</td>
<td>No in-cloud/nucleation scavenging (rainout) of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_WASHOUT</td>
<td>No below-cloud impaction scavenging (washout) of aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH_REEVAP</td>
<td>Re-evaporation (release of scavenged aerosol due to evaporation of precipitation) switched on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

full range of models, we thus choose to work with vertical profiles in pressure coordinates.

For all the models used here, monthly mass mixing ratio fields are available for each of the included aerosol components (either directly or by summing over several tracers for different size bins or modes). These are based on the mass of the dry aerosol component, not including any water taken up by hygroscopic aerosol. For a global (or regional) mean vertical profile, the mean mixing ratio is taken (on model-level surfaces) and plotted against monthly mean pressure (again averaged on model-level surfaces).

For the HadGEM3–UKCA sensitivity tests, we also calculate size-resolved vertical number profiles in the form of condensation nuclei (CN) with dry diameters greater than 3, 30, 100, and 500 nm. These are calculated by integrating the relevant portion of the log-normal size distribution for each of the UKCA aerosol modes, and adding the number of mineral dust particles based on the separate one-moment sectional dust scheme. Where the CN size cut-off falls within a dust bin $D_i$, we calculate this assuming that the number distribution within the bin is log-uniform. (This is not entirely consistent with the dust scheme itself, which assumes that the volume distribution – rather than the number distribution – is log-uniform within each bin. Any error introduced, however, will only affect CN > 100 nm and CN > 500 nm since the smallest dust bin starts at 63.5 nm.)

4.3 A vertical position metric

As a means of quantifying the vertical position of aerosol, such that it can be plotted on a map or as a zonal mean on a line graph, we calculate the vertical centre of mass of each aerosol component, $C$, in each column in pressure coordinates (i.e. the aerosol-mass-weighted mean pressure level):

$$
\bar{p}_C = \left( \sum_k m_k^{(C)} M_k p_k \right) / \left( \sum_k m_k^{(C)} M_k \right),
$$

(1)

where $p_k$ is the mid-point pressure of model layer $k$, $m_k^{(C)}$ is the mass mixing ratio of aerosol component $C$ in that layer, and $M_k$ is the contribution of layer $k$ to the column air mass. Where $M_k$ is not provided in the model output, it is calculated assuming hydrostatic balance as

$$
M_k = \frac{1}{g} \left| p_{k+1/2} - p_{k-1/2} \right|,
$$

(2)

where $p_{k\pm1/2}$ are the pressures at the upper and lower boundaries of layer $k$, and $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity (assumed constant, neglecting a small decrease with height over the troposphere). This construction is similar to the “extinction mean height diagnostic” of Koffi et al. (2012), and this metric could be analogously termed the “mass mean pressure level diagnostic”.
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We can proceed similarly with the CN number profiles in HadGEM3–UKCA, calculating the vertical centre of number of CN with diameter larger than \( a \) in each column (i.e. the CN-number-weighted mean pressure level):

\[
\overline{p}_{CN>a} = \left( \sum_k \frac{n^{(>a)}_k M_k}{p_k} \right) / \left( \sum_k n^{(>a)}_k M_k \right),
\]

where \( n^{(>a)}_k \) is the number of CN larger than \( a \) per unit mass of air in layer \( k \).

4.4 Impact on radiative forcing

To investigate the impact of the various processes considered in HadGEM3–UKCA on the direct aerosol effect, due to the change in vertical profile, we calculate the instantaneous direct radiative effect (DRE) at the tropopause due to aerosol for each of the configurations in Table 2 using both present-day and pre-industrial emissions. This is done using a double call of the radiation scheme in the model, as in Bellouin et al. (2013), with aerosol effects active only in a diagnostic call; the difference in net radiative fluxes between the two calls gives the instantaneous DRE due to all aerosol:

\[
\text{DRE} = F_{\text{net}}^{\text{with aerosol}} - F_{\text{net}}^{\text{without aerosol}}.
\]

Note that these only differ in the extinction due to scattering and absorption by the aerosol, and not due to aerosol-induced changes in cloud albedo, as the cloud droplet number is not coupled to the aerosol scheme in either simulation.

By further taking the difference between the present-day and pre-industrial DRE, we obtain the direct radiative forcing (DRF) due to present-day anthropogenic aerosol:

\[
\text{DRF} = \text{DRE}_{PD} - \text{DRE}_{PI}.
\]

The interaction between UKCA aerosol and the radiation scheme in HadGEM3 is described in detail in Bellouin (2010).

Much of the change in forcing between different configurations, however, is likely to be due to changes in the total amount of aerosol in the atmosphere rather than its vertical distribution. In order to (at least partially) remove such effects, we consider global-mean radiative forcing normalised by global-mean anthropogenic aerosol optical depth (at 550 nm wavelength):

\[
\text{NRFA} = \frac{(\text{DRE}_{PD} - \text{DRE}_{PI})}{(\text{AOD}_{PD} - \text{AOD}_{PI})},
\]

where the angle brackets denote a global mean. This is similar to the definition of “aerosol radiative forcing efficiency” in, for example, Garcia et al. (2012), but calculated from global rather than regional DRE and aerosol optical depth (AOD). An alternative approach would be to define NRFA locally and then take the global mean; however, this results in a very noisy metric that is difficult to interpret.

5 Results

5.1 Global-mean vertical mass profiles

The annual- and global-mean vertical profiles of each aerosol component are shown in Fig. 1, from the AeroCom A2_CTRL models (upper panel) and our HadGEM3–UKCA process-sensitivity tests (lower panel). In order to highlight the variations in vertical profile, rather than those in total amount, these are shown as normalised mixing ratios, such that the value at the surface is always unity. The multi-model mean and standard deviation from AeroCom models are also indicated (these are the geometric mean and standard deviation, in order to appear symmetric on the logarithmic scale). The actual mixing ratio values at the surface and at selected pressure levels from the AeroCom models are given in Tables S1–S5 in the Supplement, and the column burdens from both data sets are shown in Fig. 2. Although this study is primarily concerned with the vertical distribution rather than total burden, it is worth noting that the burdens of all components vary by about a factor of four among the AeroCom models, and by an order of magnitude among the sensitivity tests.

In the AeroCom models, the inter-model variations in vertical profile are greatest for black carbon and organic aerosol, where the decrease in mass mixing ratio between lower and upper troposphere ranges from very little (CAM4–Oslo) to 2 orders of magnitude (GISS–MATRIX). The variations for sulfate are smaller, ranging from slightly increasing with height (HadGEM3–UKCA) to a decrease of just over 1 order of magnitude (HadGEM2). For sea salt and mineral dust, all the models produce a significant decrease with height, ranging between 2 and 5 orders of magnitude for sea salt and 1 and 3 for mineral dust.

The spread of the profiles from the sensitivity tests generally covers the inter-model spread in the AeroCom models, suggesting that sufficiently strong variations in the processes we have considered can largely replicate the model diversity as far as global-mean profiles are concerned.

The main feature that is not replicated is the “inverted S” shape exhibited by several of the AeroCom models for sulfate, black carbon and organic aerosol: specifically the ECHAM5–HAM, INCA and SPRINTARS models exhibit this shape for all three components; ECHAM–SALSA and GOCART do for sulfate, while GISS–modelE does for black carbon and organic aerosol. This is seen very weakly in some of our simulations for sulfate, and for black carbon and organic aerosol only in BB_TROP/z; however, no configuration of HadGEM3–UKCA shows such a strong shape as can be seen in, for example, ECHAM5–HAM.

Also, while in many of the AeroCom models the sulfate mass mixing ratio decreases by an order of magnitude between the surface and middle/upper troposphere, almost all of the sensitivity tests show a more vertically uniform profile, apart from NO_CVTRANS and NO_LS_RO. This is in
Figure 1. Annual- and global-mean vertical profiles of sulfate, sea salt, black carbon, organic aerosol and mineral dust mass mixing ratio from the AeroCom Phase II models (top) and HadGEM3–UKCA sensitivity-test simulations (bottom), normalised to the value at the surface. The multi-model geometric mean and standard deviation of the former are indicated by the yellow line and shading.
and GOCART, HadGEM2 and TM5 do for both black carbon and organic aerosol. The remaining cases show a distinct “U” shape.

Unlike the other components, sea salt is strongly asymmetric between the hemispheres (probably due to the difference in land fraction, and strong emissions driven by Southern Ocean winds). Mineral dust shows a “W” shape in several of the models (strongly in CAM4–Oslo, CAM5.1, GISS–modelE and TM5; weakly in EMAC, GEOS–Chem–APM and GISS–MATRIX), with an additional peak in the tropics (probably due to dust transported aloft from desert regions e.g. in the Saharan outflow). In the remaining models, mineral dust shows a “U” shape as seen for other components.

The HadGEM3–UKCA simulations are all on the flat end of the spectrum seen in the AeroCom models, and generally cover a smaller vertical range. None of the configurations in our process-sensitivity test are able to reproduce the “U-shaped” curves seen in many of the AeroCom models, except for mineral dust and for sulfate in the NO_WETOX simulation. The Southern Hemisphere part of this shape is seen for carbonaceous aerosol in many of our simulations, but there is no corresponding rise in the Northern Hemisphere. For all components, many of the simulations produce curves similar to BASE, with only a minority of processes significantly shifting the vertical position of the aerosol. The set of processes that have the strongest effects varies among the different aerosol components.

For sulfate, convective transport and large-scale rainout (in-cloud nucleation scavenging, the dominant removal process) have the largest effects – there is a strong downward shift at all latitudes in NO_CVTRANS and NO_LS_RO. There are also notable upward shifts from NO_CV_RO, NO_COND and (particularly at middle and high latitudes) NO_WETOX.

For sea salt, convective rainout has the largest effect on the vertical distribution (even though dry deposition dominates removal) – there is a strong upward shift at all latitudes in NO_CV_RO. Large-scale rainout takes over at high latitudes, with NO_LS_RO causing a similar shift there. Boundary-layer mixing also appears important, with NO_BLMIX showing a downward shift except at latitudes with relatively little ocean (Antarctica and the northern mid-latitudes).

For black carbon and organic aerosol, the picture is a little more complex. BB_TROP/z shows a large upward shift, while BB_SURF shows only a small downward shift – this suggests that biomass-burning emissions are well mixed by the boundary-layer scheme and thus the emission profile only becomes important if it extends well into the free troposphere. This is borne out by the larger downward shift seen in NO_BLMIX. The effects of convective transport, rainout and condensation are similar to those for sulfate, with downward shifts from NO_CVTRANS and NO_LS_RO and upward shifts from NO_CV_RO and NO_COND. Ageing also plays a big role, as primary BC/OA are emitted into the insol-
Figure 3. Annual- and zonal-mean mass-weighted mean pressure level (vertical centre of mass in pressure coordinates) of sulfate, sea salt, black carbon, organic aerosol and mineral dust from the AeroCom Phase II models (top) and HadGEM3–UKCA sensitivity-test simulations (bottom). The multi-model mean and standard deviation of the former are indicated by the yellow line and shading.
Table 3. HadGEM3–UKCA simulations showing the strongest change (compared to BASE) in zonal-mean vertical centre of mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>SO₄</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>DU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB_TROP/z</td>
<td></td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_BLMIX</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_CVTRANS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_COND</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_WETOX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE_INST</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE_NEVER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_DDEP</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_LS_RO</td>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>Σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_CV_RO</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_RAINOUT</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO_WASHOUT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†, ↓ Global shift up, down. ‡, § Bigger shift up, down. †† At high latitudes. ‡‡ Opposite at low/high latitudes. 0 (Almost) all removed.

5.3 Size-resolved CN profiles

The annual- and global-mean vertical number profiles of CN larger than 3, 30, 100, and 500 nm diameter from our HadGEM3–UKCA process-sensitivity tests are shown in Fig. 4. There is a steady progression as we move from smaller to larger diameters: for most configurations, the global-mean profiles go from peaking strongly in the tropopause layer to fairly well mixed in the vertical, and then to peaking near the surface. The zonal-mean vertical position of CN larger than each of these diameters (as represented by the number-weighted mean pressure level) is shown in Fig. 5. Again, the progression in size can be seen, with smaller diameters showing a humped shape with their highest average position in the tropics, while larger diameters show a “U” shape similar to that seen for component masses in many of the AeroCom models, with their highest position towards the poles. For CN larger than 30 nm, the meridional profile of vertical position is almost flat.

For the smallest (and most numerous) particles that dominate CN > 3 nm, the strongest effects are seen from the microphysical processes. NO_NUCL reduces the number of particles at all levels, but especially (and by several orders of magnitude) in the tropopause layer, where most nucleation occurs – thus producing a strong downward shift in mean position (Fig. 5), which is strongest in the tropics, reversing the humped shape shown in BASE. NO_COND also produces a strong downward shift, but by a different route leaving the tropical “hump” intact – particle numbers increase at all levels, but especially in the lower troposphere, where the condensation sink normally suppresses nucleation. NO_COAG results in a very high mean vertical position at all latitudes, although the global-mean profile does not change shape much but the particle count increases by about an order of magnitude at all levels. WITH_BLN increases the particle number in the lower troposphere, causing a downward shift in mean position, especially in the mid-latitudes. In addition to microphysical processes, NO_RAINOUT causes a downward shift even though CN > 3 nm is dominated by particles too small to be activated as CCN; the effect from NO_LS_RO or NO_CV_RO alone is rather small, however. (Although there are no changes to the scavenging of gas-phase aerosol precursors in any of these simulations, the scavenging of larger particles will affect the condensation sink and consequently the nucleation and coagulation rates.) A modest downward shift at all latitudes is also seen from EM_SMALL, which increases particle numbers in the lower troposphere, where most emissions are injected.

Looking at only the larger particles (CN > 100 nm) that may act as CCN if they have a soluble component, the picture is somewhat changed. Convective transport becomes very important, with NO_CVTRANS producing the largest downward shift of all. Wet deposition also becomes much more important in this size range, with

...
Figure 4. Annual- and global-mean vertical profiles of condensation nuclei (CN) above 3, 30, 100 and 500 nm dry diameter from the HadGEM3–UKCA sensitivity-test simulations, normalised to the mixing ratio at the surface.

NO_LS_RO showing a downward shift at all latitudes, while NO_CV_RO shows an upward shift in the tropics; these combine in NO_RAINOUT to give a largely flat meridional profile. There is also now a (weaker) flattening from NO_WASHOUT, and a small downward shift at all latitudes from NO_DDEP as particles collect in the lowest layer. Primary emission height and size distribution, and ageing, also become important, with BB_TROP/z showing an upward shift, EM_LARGE and EM_SMALL showing an upward and a downward shift respectively, and AGE_NEVER showing a flattening of the meridional profile. Microphysics remain important, with NO_NUCL still reducing particle numbers at all levels and causing a downward shift, although less dramatically than at smaller sizes, while WITH_BLN no longer has much effect at all. NO_COND shows a much more modest increase in particle numbers than at smaller sizes, and acts to flatten the “U” shape of the meridional profile, mostly by an upward shift in the tropics. At these larger sizes, NO_COAG reduces the particle number especially at higher levels, leading to a downward shift at all latitudes.

At the largest sizes (for CN > 500 nm), the picture changes again. Convective transport remains the strongest effect, with NO_CVTTRANS producing the largest downward shift. The impact of wet deposition processes becomes even stronger, with NO_LS_RO, NO_CV_RO, NO_RAINOUT and NO_WASHOUT all dramatically increasing the total number of particles; NO_LS_RO concentrates the profile towards the surface, giving a downward shift at most latitudes, while the other processes show an upward shift making both the global vertical profile and meridional profile of vertical position more uniform. The impact of biomass-burning emission profiles becomes much stronger, with BB_TROP/z showing a pronounced peak in the global vertical profile around the tropopause and an upward shift concentrated in the 50° S–10° N latitude range. Primary particle size continues to be important, as do ageing and microphysics. Aqueous chemistry, boundary-layer mixing and re-evaporation also start to have an effect: NO_WETOX shows a downward shift in the Southern Hemisphere; NO_BLMIX shows a downward shift in the tropics and Northern Hemisphere for CN > 500 nm (likely due to the increasing contribution of mineral dust to the particle count at larger sizes); and WITH_REEVAP shows a small downward shift at all latitudes.

A number of the processes make little difference to any of the number profiles: BB_SURF, AGE_INST, and NO_VADV all look very similar to BASE.

5.4 Normalised direct radiative forcing

The AOD-normalised radiative forcing (NRFA) due to anthropogenic aerosol in each of the HadGEM3–UKCA configurations is shown in Fig. 6, along with the absolute DRF and anthropogenic change in AOD from which NRFA is calculated. The spread in absolute DRF is much larger than
that seen in the AeroCom experiments (Schulz et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 2013), due to the fact that the sensitivity tests presented here are not physically realistic as they omit certain processes by design leading to large changes in the total aerosol load in some cases.

The NRFA becomes much more strongly negative in NO_COND (where the absolute DFR is also stronger), BB_TROP/z and NO_WETOX (where ΔAOD is reduced), and especially in AGE_NEVER (where the sign of both ΔAOD and the absolute DFR is reversed); a more modest strengthening is seen in NO_COAG (due to reduced ΔAOD).

The NRFA becomes much weaker in NO_CLDPROC (where the absolute DFR is also weaker), and also in NO_LS_RO and NO_RAINOUT (where the large increase in ΔAOD overcompensates for the stronger absolute DFR); a more modest weakening is seen in BB_SURF (due to weaker absolute DFR), and also in NO_CV_RO (due to increased ΔAOD) and NO_CVTRANS (due to both).

The smaller effects seen in EM_SMALL, NO_BLMIX, NONUCL, WITH_BLN, NO_DDEF, NO_WASHOUT and WITH_REEVAP are unlikely to be significant on the global scale, but it is possible that they may have a greater impact regionally.

6 Discussion

Although the overall inter-model spread of the AeroCom A2 CTRL global-mean vertical profiles is well covered by the spread of profiles from our HadGEM3–UKCA process-sensitivity tests (Fig. 1), the same is not true for the merid-
ional variation in vertical position, where the spread from our simulations is typically narrower than that of the AeroCom models (Fig. 3). In addition, for most aerosol components none of the (fairly strongly perturbed) HadGEM3–UKCA simulations are able to reproduce either the strong “inverted S” shape seen in the global-mean vertical profile of several of the AeroCom models, or the “U” shape in the meridional profile of vertical position by mass.

For sulfate, where nucleation and condensation provide a significant upper-troposphere source, a very weak version of the “inverted S” shape is seen in most of our simulations, but none of the configurations enhance the shape seen in BASE to anything approaching the shape seen in, for example, ECHAM5–HAM2. For black carbon and organic aerosol, we do see a similar but sharper shape in BB_TROP/z (where biomass-burning emissions are extended all the way to the tropopause). It is very unlikely that any realistic model would actually inject such emissions as high as this, but it is possible that emissions at a lower level followed by convective transport with weak scavenging and a high detrainment level might cause a similar effect. Although we consider the effect of switching off convective transport or scavenging in HadGEM3–UKCA, we have not tested the effect of changes to the convective parameterisation that might alter the vertical profile with which aerosol is detrained – such an experiment might shed further light on the mechanism by which this profile shape is generated.

In the case of sulfate, only NO_CVTRANS and NO_LS_RO are able to produce anything similar to the strongly decreasing vertical profile seen in several of the AeroCom models, although even in that simulation the profile remains rather uniform over the lower/middle troposphere. Coupled with the fact that NO_CV_RO shifts the profile in the other direction, making it even more uniform, this suggests that the treatment of wet deposition – in particular the vertical distribution of scavenging and the balance between large-scale and convective processes – and convective transport are the major factors controlling the vertical profile. The differing effects of these processes can be understood on the basis that large-scale precipitation predominantly removes aerosol from the lower troposphere, where large stratiform clouds are found at the top of the boundary layer, and hence turning this process off leads to an accumulation of extra aerosol at lower levels; convective precipitation, on the other hand, removes aerosol that would otherwise be rapidly transported to the middle and upper troposphere, and hence turning it off results in extra aerosol at upper levels.

We do see a “U” shape in the meridional profile of vertical position for mineral dust in HadGEM3–UKCA (which is transported by a separate scheme), but not for any of the other aerosol components that are included in UKCA. The only exception is for sulfate in the NO_WETOX simulation, where (presumably due to the loss of a major free-troposphere source of sulfate) such a shape does develop. This suggests that the occurrence of this shape may be related to a variation in the strength or vertical profile of in-cloud sulfate production amongst the models. For carbonaceous aerosol, obtaining such a shape in HadGEM–UKCA would require increased aerosol aloft at high northern latitudes. This suggests that the processes controlling transport to, and lifting and removal within, the Arctic may be key to understanding this difference. Unlike the other components, dust emissions are heavily concentrated at low latitudes, which we would expect to cause the dust burden in the tropics to be dominated by freshly emitted dust near the surface.

The variation with particle size of the meridional profile of vertical position by number (Fig. 5) suggests the possibility that this “U” shape (which is seen in the number profile of larger CN in HadGEM3, and inverted for smaller CN) might be related to the size distribution: shifting the balance from small nucleation- and Aitken-mode particles to larger accumulation-mode particles might produce more of a “U” shape in the mass profiles. However, we do not see such an effect in NO_NUCL, where the lack of new-particle nucleation should produce such a shift in the size distribution.

Because the profile shapes vary considerably amongst the aerosol components, evaluation against the available observations (which in general cannot separate the components) is difficult. Nevertheless, CALIOP observations suggest that both decreasing-with-height and more S-shaped profiles do occur in certain regions and seasons (Koffi et al., 2012, Fig. 6). It seems likely that this relates to different balances of processes, in a similar way to the varying profiles in the model simulations.

For all aerosol components, only a minority of the processes show a significant effect on vertical position in HadGEM3–UKCA (although the specific processes that are important vary by component). Transport by large-scale vertical advection shows very little effect on the zonal-mean vertical position of any of the components by mass, or of CN at any size by number. This suggests that, at a typical global climate model resolution, vertical transport of aerosol is dominated by unresolved scales (i.e. convection and boundary-layer turbulence). There are further processes (nucleation, coagulation and emission size) that affect only the CN number profiles, while having very little effect on the component mass profiles.

The fact that several aspects of the inter-model diversity in vertical profiles are not reproduced by any of the sensitivity tests suggests that there are additional factors influencing the vertical distribution of aerosol. In particular, it appears likely that such factors are responsible for the difference between “U-shaped” and flatter meridional profiles, which was largely unrepresentable in HadGEM3–UKCA in this study. It is possible that some of these variations could be explained by the interaction of two or more of the processes considered in this experiment, which might be identified by a more sophisticated approach in which multiple processes are perturbed at the same time. Alternatively, it may be that these
variations are due to structural differences in the models that are simply not captured by the set of processes considered in this experiment. The parameterisation of convective transport is a likely candidate, as mentioned above, given its dominant role as illustrated by the NO\_CVTRANS simulation; the tracer advection schemes used in different models may also vary in their numerical diffusivity. Models vary considerably in the sophistication of their treatments of secondary organic aerosol and boundary-layer nucleation, which may lead to diversity as suggested by Yu et al. (2010) which cannot be reproduced within HadGEM3–UKCA. In the particular case of mineral dust, many models permit it to be removed by in-cloud scavenging, which is not the case in HadGEM3–UKCA.

From the changes in AOD and radiative forcing seen in Fig. 6, we can see that, of the processes that affect the vertical profile of aerosol, the ones that have the greatest potential impact on normalised direct radiative forcing are the extent of biomass-burning emissions into the free troposphere, condensation, production of sulfate by aqueous oxidation, ageing of insoluble particles, in-cloud scavenging, cloud processing and, to a lesser extent, coagulation and convective transport.

It should be acknowledged, however, that the dominant processes controlling the vertical profile are not necessarily the same in different models (e.g. a process which has little impact on the vertical profile in HadGEM3–UKCA may nevertheless have a strong impact in a different model). Parametrisations of a given process may vary in how they capture the effect on the vertical profile, and the balance of processes may well differ amongst models. Both of these factors, along with other structural differences between the models, will contribute to diversity both in the vertical profiles themselves and their sensitivity to different processes. It would therefore be informative to conduct similar experiments with a range of models to assess how model-specific these dominant processes are.

7 Conclusions

In this study, we investigate the impact of a wide range of processes on aerosol vertical distribution in the HadGEM3–UKCA aerosol–climate model through a series of limiting-case process-based sensitivity tests. We show that the processes that have the greatest impact on the vertical distribution vary both between different aerosol components and over the particle size spectrum.

Convective transport, as the key mechanism for lifting aerosol out of the boundary layer, is very important for all components. In-cloud scavenging (both large-scale and convective) is important for all except mineral dust, which never ages to become soluble in HadGEM3. Growth of particles by condensation from the gas phase is important for sulfate and carbonaceous aerosol, with growth by aqueous oxidation also important for sulfate, especially at high latitudes. Ageing from insoluble to soluble (which controls the susceptibility to removal by in-cloud scavenging) is also important for carbonaceous aerosol. Boundary-layer mixing is of great importance for those components emitted purely at or near the surface (mineral dust and sea salt). Dry deposition and below-cloud scavenging affect only the profile of mineral dust (which includes very large particles, and is not removed by in-cloud scavenging in this model).

In terms of particle size, microphysical processes (nucleation, condensation and coagulation) are the dominant processes in terms of the vertical profile of the smallest and most numerous particles (CN > 3 nm), while convective transport, the size distribution and altitude of primary emissions, and removal processes, become progressively more important at larger sizes.

For the AOD-normalised direct radiative forcing, the strongest effects come mostly from processes that affect the vertical mass (as opposed to CN number) distribution: aqueous oxidation, ageing, in-cloud scavenging and the extent of biomass-burning emissions into the free troposphere. However, there are also effects from processes affecting the size distribution, in particular condensation and coagulation – this may be due to either their link to the ageing process or changes in the optical properties of the aerosol.

From studying the process sensitivity of the vertical profiles in a single model, we cannot determine whether the processes identified are universally the most important for controlling the vertical profile, or whether this varies amongst models. It would therefore be illuminating to conduct similar sensitivity tests with one or more other models, to establish the consistency (or otherwise) of the processes controlling the vertical profile.

We also compare the spread of vertical profiles from these HadGEM3–UKCA sensitivity-test simulations with the inter-model diversity from the AeroCom Phase II control experiment. This shows that, although these processes can produce a similar overall spread to that among the global-mean AeroCom profiles, there are certain features that none of our HadGEM3–UKCA simulations can reproduce: specifically an “inverted S” shape in the global mass profiles (where the vertical mass distribution has a secondary peak in mixing ratio in the upper troposphere), and a “U” shape in the meridional profile of mass-weighted vertical position (where the centre of mass of aerosol is lower in the tropics than at higher latitudes). This suggests that there are additional structural differences between the AeroCom models that are important for controlling the vertical distribution, but which are not captured by the processes considered here (e.g. in tracer advection schemes, the parameterisation of convective transport or in-cloud scavenging of mineral dust). Identifying these structural differences may help to better understand the causes of the diversity among models, and thus to quantify and (with the help of observations) reduce the uncertainty in
our modelling of aerosol vertical profiles and the resulting effects on Earth’s climate.
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